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My friend Jonathan Quintin makes the best introductory videos about sacred geometry. His insights into the numbers and forms is transmitted through the .... ... more on フラワーオブライフ by mitsue. Flower Harmony / Sacred Geometry Fractal Art, Fractals, Spiritus, Flower Of Life,. Saved from sacredgeometry.com.au ...

Jonathan Quintin is a New Zealand artist and cosmologist who uses sacred geometry as a tool to help people attune to the harmony of universal order.. Are you looking for an ancient road map to lead you back home – to the deepest and most authentic aspects of yourself? Please join your hosts .... Oct 29, 2015 - The golden ratio is the golden thread that weaves it's way through the tapestry of creation,
uniting diverse and contrasting elements into a .... A crystalline portal for visionary art, sacred geometry and conscious transformation. Art Visionnaire,. More information. Visszatérés eredeti állapotunkba.
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Jonathan Quintin visual and sculptural artists using sacred geometry was on Artists on Art on KZSC 88.1 FM on December 28, 2009. This was .... Sacred geometry is the ancient art, science and philosophy of space and proportion. It addresses the laws of .... Sacred Geometry 29 canvas print by Endre Balogh. Bring your artwork to life with the texture and depth of a stretched canvas print. Your image
gets printed onto ...

This is a clip from PHOENIX RISING Further clips can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/user .... New Sacred Geometry art with the reverse Solfeggio tones to help balance the 2 hemispheres of the brain. Related ... Jonathan Quintin - Sacred Geometry 9.1.. New Zealand born artist and cosmologist Jonathan Quintin has been involved in the study of sacred geometry for over 30 years.

Jonathan Quintin Sacred Geometry For You. 24313 likes · 34 talking about this. Sacred geometry has been used for eons as a tool for attuning human.... Category Nature Tag geometric cosmology Jonathon Quintin Sacred Geometry the mathematics of nature the .... These sacred geometric patterns were mirrored by earth and sky and ancient cultures believed these patterns existed in all parts of the
universe.. Jonathan Quintin Sacred Geometry is a field of geometry distinct from “standard” geometry. Standard geometry (Euclidian geometry) is what is taught in our .... ㅤ Slide inspired by "The Unity Of Geometry", of Jonathan Quintin. ... #universalmath #universalgeometry #sacredgeometry #jonathanquintin Art by .... Jonathan Quintin. Updated November 26, 2009. For thousands of years,
sacred geometry has been used as a means to illustrate states of universal order.. Sacred geometry is a tool that has been used for thousands of years to reach beyond the physical and awaken the divine within. ... Jonathan Quintin. Moe.. http://www.sacredgeometry.com.au/. Disclaimer. The material presented here is a compilation of the author's own views as well as material elicited from various ...
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